
Report for the 20 August 2018 Full Crick Parish Council Meeting 

From Councillor Brian Hughes 

 
18/808.  Litter Update 
 
1. A litter pick in the area around the Junction 18 roundabout that is accessible without a road 

closure was undertaken by volunteers from various organisations including Prologis, DHL, BNP 
Paribas on 3 August. The Chairman of Crick Parish Council attended as did PCSO Conopo. The 
area covered looked much better after this was done. We are very grateful for the help provided 
by all involved. We hope that this will encourage relevant authorities to act to obtain the road 
closures that will allow the remaining area to be cleared. Also, that litter picks can be conducted 
regularly as the area is a target for litter louts. 

 
2. The traffic consultant’s report on HGV parking on the A5 dual carriage between Parklands and 

Danes Way and under the M1 at Junction 18 has been received by David Mellor, the Prologis 
Director responsible. He has had positive discussions with Highways England (HE) about this. 
Prologis have agreed to fund work to prevent HGV parking jointly with HE with the priority being 
under the motorway at Junction 18. HE is still concerned that if HGVs are physically prevented 
from parking on the shared footpath/cycleway on the A5, this will move the problem elsewhere, 
perhaps into the village. However, they will be told that the priority must be to keep the shared 
footpath/cycleway open for cyclist and pedestrians for safety reasons and to ensure that the 
funding for the shared footpath/cycleway is not used to provide HGV parking, which has been an 
unintended consequence of the current design of the shared footpath/cycleway. 

 
18/826 Policing 
 
DIRFT and Crick Crime Report from 14 July to 16 August 2018 
 

 Crime/Incidents Total 

1.  Assault/GBH/Serious Injury. 1 

2.  Public Order. 1 

3.  Domestic incident. 1 

4.  Safeguarding (Adult referral. Domestic Related 
Issues/Concerns). 

3 

5.  Sexual offence (Ongoing investigation). 1 

6.  Theft from HGV parked overnight OP BARRIC / MAVERICK 
Offences (After a pursuit Offenders in Custody) 

4 

7.  Robbery from an HGV parked overnight.  1 

 
 
Sponsored PCSOs Report - July 2018  
 
DIRFT 
 

1. Illegal Entry to United Kingdom Daventry International Rail Freight Terminal  
 
Approached by very young Male who stated it was his first time in the United Kingdom Male 
stated he had been dropped off by a heavy goods vehicle. 
 



The male’s welfare checked and initially taken to a place of safety as it would appear the 
male had been in the vehicle for over 3 days.  
 
Male arrested by Police Officer Colleague Transported to CJC Transferred to Immigration 
Authority.  
 

2. Heavy Goods Parking Concerns in Eldon Way Crick & Daventry International Rail Freight 
Terminal  
 
With a change in the legislation restricting drivers required to now use service stations on a 
45 hour break over the weekend engaging with a number of drivers who were parked in a 
location without facilities over a very hot weekend 
 
Liaising with our colleagues from Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency to monitor an 
ongoing concern of drivers parking illegally and not using service stations over this period of 
break time. 
 
Work with Highways England in respect of the ongoing parking issues with Heavy Goods 
Hauliers at the location.     
 

3. Night Owl Truckstop Clifton On Dunsmore 
 
Modern Slavery and Trafficking Posters placed at the location to highlight to concerns to 
both Staff and Management at this location  
 
Regular Hi visibility Vehicle and Foot Patrols.  
 
Engagement with the Hauliers and Management at the location.  
 
The location over a weekend period now has in excess of 350 drivers majority being 
Europeans due to the change in the legislation and drivers being on the 45 hour break. 
 

4. OP VIPER Daventry International Rail Freight Terminal  
 
Visits carried out by PCSO Conopo Halfords, Royal Mail, Early Learning Centre, Mothercare, 
Ferrero Rocher, Tesco Grocery Tesco Clothing in regards to preventing Knife Crime at the 
individual locations   
 
The individual units have a policy in place to prevent employees and agency staff from taking 
prohibited knife items into the distribution centres. The individual units issue what is called a 
fish knife where the blade is protected in a plastic sheath and is not retractable.  
 
From time to time the individual companies carry out random staff searches if bladed items 
are recovered the item are either destroyed internally or contact is made with the 
Neighbourhood Policing Team.  
 
Awaiting Posters to be placed at each location.   
 
56g of Items in sealed packaging recovered from a distribution centre which is believed to be 
cannabis. Items destroyed.  
 



5. OP ASH Daventry International Rail Freight Terminal  
 
A number of incidents have occurred within Northamptonshire and country wide where 
HGV Drivers have been either distracted or forced to stop at locations by Criminals and Hi 
Value Property has been removed from the vehicle. 
 
It is thought that internal information regarding the transportation of the Hi-Value Loads and 
their destinations are being leaked to a criminal element and distribution centres are being 
monitored by some of  the criminal element with the target  vehicle being followed from the 
Distribution Centre to either its destination or it is distracted on route with items being 
removed from inside the vehicle. 
 
Daventry International Rail Freight Terminal has a number of Bonded Centres within the 
complex.  
 
Liaison with the Loss Prevention Departments who are both very much aware of the 
concerns with intelligence being disseminated to each of the distribution centre from the 
police forces where tis crime is most prevalent. 
 
Hi visibility patrols at each of the centres both externally and Internally.  
Access and Egress procedures at each location.   
 

6. Trespass Concerns Daventry International Rail Freight Terminal  Appeal  
 
Witnesses sought and dangers of trespassing onto railways highlighted  
 
Police are looking for witnesses and want to raise awareness of the dangers of trespassing 
onto railways after an incident near Crick on Thursday, July 5. 
 
At around 1am, people scaled the security fencing onto the railway on the Crick and Kilsby 
bridleway. Not only is this a criminal offence, but local officers and British Transport Police 
are keen to raise awareness of the potentially fatal dangers of venturing onto a railway. 
 
PSCO Leslie Conopo said: “We’ve had several similar reports as well as this recent incident, 
and we believe it’s teenagers and even adults getting onto the railway. We really would like 
anyone with information of who they are to get in touch – this is an extremely dangerous 
thing to do.” 
 
The British Transport Police campaign ‘You vs Train’ says: “Hundreds of people each year 
unintentionally take on the railway and lose. The railway’s full of hidden dangers. If you’re 
not hit by an unexpected train you’ll be hit by the lethal current in rails and power lines. 
 
“You will be killed or left with catastrophic, life-changing injuries. And your friends and 
family will be left with the brutal consequences. Everyone loses when you underestimate 
this opponent. Everyone loses when you step on the track.”  
 
It also features real-life stories including a short, hard-hitting film about a teenager whose 
life was changed forever after going onto a railway. The film and information can be found 
here http://www.youvstrain.co.uk/ . 
 

http://www.youvstrain.co.uk/


Anyone with information about the incident near Crick, or who recognises the person in the 
picture, can contact Northamptonshire Police on 101. Alternatively, they can call the 
independent charity Crimestoppers anonymously on 0800 555 111. 
 
Both PCSOs are Personal Track Safety trained, this gives both of us authorisation to patrol 
along the railway track beyond the fence line at DIRFT. 
 
Regular patrols by both PCSOs and security to the rail sidings to prevent and detect trespass. 
Changes to the perimeter fence is imminent.  
 
Daventry International Rail Freight Terminal general safeguarding of employees. A number 
of distribution centers visited.  

 
Crick 

7. Domestic Violence 
Safeguarding and protecting people from harm, Ongoing work with Sunflower Centre in 
regard to domestic violence. 

 
8. Crick Primary School 

 
Stay Safe 2018 presentation and blue butterfly delivered to the pupils at Crick primary 
school. 

 

9. Scarecrow weekend and Make a Wish Event  

Support at both events on the Saturday from Emergency Services Cadets from Daventry and 
Northampton. 
 
Suspicious circumstances A5 layby, a call from a member of public raising concerns about 
the behaviour of two males seen removing items from a van and placing it into the rear of a 
HGV. Deployed to location to establish the males were not doing any illegal activity. 
 
Male found collapsed in Crick, defibrillator obtained from Crick Co-op and taken to the 
location. Air ambulance in attendance with the male being conveyed to hospital.  
 
Serious concerns raised by residents of Crick regarding the presence of the music festival 
within the scarecrow festival. A meeting is planned to discuss the future of this event. 
 
Serious grievous bodily harm (GBH) involving one victim during this weekend.   
  

10. Crick Skateboard Park 
 
Concerns have been raised about possible drug dealing at this location. Fearless (youth 
version of Crimestoppers) Posters obtained and placed at the location. Neighbourhood team 
monitoring and gathering intelligence. 
 

11. Grand Union Canal Crick  
 
During the week I dealings with an incident where a group of youngsters from the village  
had been jumping 15 feet from the footbridge into the canal at Crick. 
 



Unfortunately one sustained an injury which after administering first aid one of the group 
was taken to the local A and E Department after some  5 hours was allowed to return home. 
 
PCSO Conopo and colleagues are working with Enforcement Officers from the Canal and 
River Trust and will be carrying regular patrols of the Grand Union Canal to keep visitors to 
this location safe and protecting them from harm. 
 
This advice be placed on to the Crick Parish Council website and Crick Facebook Pages. 
 
 

Making life better by water - Safety on our waterways - Summer water safety 2018 
 
On a hot day, it might seem like a great idea to cool down in open water. However, 
we strongly advise you stay out of the water. There are too many risks that you can't 
see hidden below the surface and lots of other ways you can cool down. 
 
We want everyone who visits our canals and rivers to enjoy them safely. So we've 
listed out some of the reasons why you're better off enjoying the fresh air, 
wonderful wildlife and relaxing environment from the towpath.  
 
Depth perception 
 
Canals are often shallow, which you can't tell from the surface. If you jump in you 
are likely to injure yourself, possibly seriously 
 
However, don't be fooled by thinking that all canals are shallow. If you can't put your 
feet on the ground, it'll be much harder to get out. Rivers, reservoirs and docks are 
generally much deeper, and colder 
 
Hidden dangers under the water 
 
Canals are havens for wildlife and maintaining water habitats are an important part 
of our work. If you're in the water, reeds and other plant life could get tangled 
around your limbs and trap you in the water making it very difficult to climb out 
 
Sadly, rubbish like shopping trolleys can be lurking below the surface of canals and 
rivers. If you're in the water you could injure yourself by cutting yourself on a rusty 
old bicycle or broken glass, or get trapped on a larger piece of rubbish, like a trolley 
or even a motorbike 
 
Disease 
 
Waterborne diseases, including Weil’s Disease (leptospirosis), are extremely rare, 
but if you are swimming you're most exposed to them. If you are likely to come into 
contact with water it’s sensible to take a few precautions: 
 
If you’ve got any cuts or scratches, keep them covered 
 
If you fall in, take a shower and treat cuts with antiseptic and a sterile dressing 
 
Wash wet clothing before you wear it again 



 
If you develop flu-like symptoms within two weeks, see a doctor and mention that 
you fell in the water. Not all doctors will know to look for signs of Weil’s Disease, so 
do suggest it as a possibility 
 
Cold temperatures 
 
Even on a hot day inland waterways will be colder than you think, particularly 
reservoirs and docks as they're deeper. Low temperatures can cause your blood to 
rush away from your muscles to protect your organs and limbs and muscles may 
become fatigued quickly - this can lead to drowning 
 
See more information from the RLSS about what cold water can do to your body  
 

12. Leave and Abstracted Duties 
 

PCSO Les Conopo  took Annual Leave from Thursday 26th July 2018  until Thursday 2nd August 
2018. 
 
PCSO Duncan Cumming abstracted on 4th July due to operation Stereo briefly to deal with an 
incident off area. 

 
 


